‘The World Is Yours’ Card Workshop

20 card workshop ‘8 card designs – 2 of each with 4 bonus single card designs’.

(photos shown with silver embellishments – supplies and instructions use gold. Both are beautiful!)

Cutting and preparing tips:

- Trim all zip strips - the zip strip is the ½” accent paper along the top of each sheet of patterned paper. These will be used on various cards as borders and titles.
- Each card is numbered 1 – 12. As you cut the patterned paper and cardstock, sort the pieces as indicated on the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.
- Use remaining White Daisy Cardstock to stamp images and titles for each card and hand cut.

Product list:

CC5193 The World Is Yours Paper Pack (1/2 Pack)
CC5169 The World Is Yours Stamp Set
1 x Sheet Peach Cardstock
1 x Sheet Expresso Cardstock
1 x Sheet Mink Cardstock
2 x Sheets White Daisy Cardstock
X254 White Cards & Envelopes Value Pack
Z3312 Gold Glitter Gems
Z4054 Gold Embellishment Thread
Z6502 Peach Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
Z2829 Expresso Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
Z2841 Glacier Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
Z3327 Tombow Permanent Adhesive
Z1151 3-D Foam Tape
Z341 Glue Dots
Z1836 Non-stick Micro-tip Scissors
Z1783 12” Paper Trimmer
Z4259 Thin Cuts – Stitched Square Frames
Z3318 Thin Cuts – Basic Circles
1 – Stitched Square Card (makes two cards)

Adhere Espresso Dots to LHS of card.
Adhere Peach Floral to RHS of card.
Layer Vellum over the join of the paper, fold over the top and bottom of card and adhere. Cut 2 Medium Thin Cut - Stitched Frames from White Daisy Cardstock and adhere outside edge to Grey Square. With 3-D Foam Tape adhere over Vellum. Stamp 2 titles ‘The World Is Yours’ in Peach Ink. Hand cut title and add 3-D Foam Tape to the back then add loops of Gold Thread onto the 3-D Foam Tape. Adhere title to top edge of Stitched Square. Stamp 2 ‘Bikes’ in Espresso Ink, cut and adhere to front of card as show. Embellish with Gold Gems.

2 – S Fold Card (makes two cards)

Fold front of card back to centre fold.
Adhere Grey paper to White Daisy Cardstock. Add this to the front (folded back section) of the card. Stamp 2 titles ‘The World Is Yours’ in Glacier Ink – hand cut. Stamp 2 ‘Bikes’ in Peach Ink – hand cut. Dovetail Peach Cardstock strip and White Daisy Cardstock Strip on RHS. Add 3-D Foam Tape to the back of the Peach strip then add loops of Gold Thread. Layer the 3 strips together as shown over the edge of the grey paper. Add 3-D Foam Tape to the Bike and adhere to front of card as shown. Embellish with Gold Gems.

3 – Pinwheel Card (makes two cards)

Adhere Grey and Suitcases paper to Peach Cardstock. Add to front centre of card. Adhere Peach ¼”strip across join of paper. Stamp 2 titles ‘The World Is Yours’ in Espresso Ink – hand cut. Dovetail Vellum strip on RHS and adhere under stamped title. Adhere these both to card as shown.

Create Plaid Paper Pinwheel by gently folding paper in half, pinch in the middle, open and fold the other way and pinch the middle. Open up and you’ll see a centre dot. From each corner snip towards the centre leaving ½” from the centre. Take one corner and Liquid Glass into the centre. Continue with the remaining 3 corners. Add Pinwheel to card as shown. Embellish with a Gold Gem.
4 – Enjoy The Ride Card (makes two cards)

Adhere Mint & Peach Stripe paper to LHS of card. Stamp title ‘Enjoy The Ride’ in Peach Ink on bottom of White Daisy Cardstock x 2. Stamp 2 x ‘Sunglasses’ in Glacier Ink onto scrap of White Daisy Cardstock and hand cut.

Adhere stamped White Daisy Cardstock to Peach Cardstock and add to RHS of card with 3-D Foam Tape.

Embellish with 4 lengths of Gold Thread and a Gold Gem on LHS over Striped paper. Adhere Sunglasses with 3-D Foam Tape as shown and finish with Gold Gems.

5 – Map Card (makes two cards)

Adhere Espresso Dots to centre of card front. Adhere Map paper to White Daisy Cardstock then adhere to front of card with 3-D Foam Tape.

Stamp 2 titles ‘The World Is Yours’ in Espresso Ink – hand cut. Adhere to card as shown with 3-D Foam Tape.

Stamp 2 ‘Heart Pin Drop’ in Glacier Ink - hand cut. Thin Cut two 1 ½” circles in Espresso Cardstock. Add 3-D Foam Tape to back of circle then add loops of Gold Thread and adhere as shown. Layer these together using 3-D Foam Tape and adhere LHS of card over the title.

6 – Good Times Ahead Card (makes two cards)

Adhere Striped paper to centre of card. Adhere Vellum to Peach Cardstock, fold around to the back and adhere. Add this to White Daisy Cardstock. Using 3-D Foam Tape adhere to centre of card.

Using the title from the Zip Strips hand cut ‘Good Times Ahead’ and ‘Unforgettable’ then dovetail RHS of each title and adhere to card as shown. Embellish with small dovetailed Peach Cardstock strips and Gold Gems.
7 – Envelope Card (makes two cards)

Adhere the larger Mink Cardstock – Light Side rectangle to centre of card front.
Adhere the Mint & Peach Stripe Paper to dark side of smaller Mink Cardstock. Wrap 4 lengths of Gold Thread across the front of this piece and secure on the back. Using 3-D Foam Tape adhere this to front, centre of card.
Stamp 6 Flowers in Peach Ink – hand cut.
To create your envelope gently fold Vellum in half, pinch in the middle, open and fold the other way and pinch the middle. Open up and you’ll see a centre dot. Fold 3 corners into centre. Hand cut White Daisy Cardstock to slip into your envelope. Arrange 3 flowers in the envelope and secure with a large Gold Gem. Embellish with 5 small Gems.

8 – Going Places Card (makes two cards)

Stamp ‘Arrow’ in Peach Ink across the bottom of 2 card fronts.
Stamp 2 ‘Bikes’ in Peach Ink - hand cut.
Layer 3 squares of paper onto front of card as shown. Lay Vellum paper across the lower part of the squares and adhere in the centre. On RHS cut Peach Cardstock on an angle and adhere on top of Vellum paper. Add 3-D Foam Tape to back of bike then add loops of Gold Thread – adhere this to front of card as shown. Using the title from the Zip Strips hand cut ‘Going Places’ and ‘What A Great Day’ adhere these to your two cards with 3-D Foam Tape. Embellish with Gold Gems.

9 – A New Adventure Card (makes one card)

Adhere Espresso Dots to card front.
Adhere Peach Floral to White Daisy Cardstock. Using 3-D Foam Tape adhere this to card front on a slight angle.
Use ‘A New Adventure’ sticker for your title – adhere using 3-D Foam Tape across the top of your card. Add 3-D Foam Tape to the back of the ‘Stacked Suitcases’ sticker then add loops of Gold Thread. Add to bottom RHS of card as shown.
Embellish with Gold Gems.
10 – This Is The Life Card (makes one card)

Adhere Mink Cardstock to centre of card front. Adhere Green Plaid on top.

Wrap 4 lengths of Gold Thread to bottom of White Daisy Cardstock adhere on the back. Add this using 3-D Foam Tape to centre of card. Dovetail 2 Grey Paper strips on RHS and adhere as shown.

Add 3-D Foam Tape to title sticker ‘This Is The Life’ and adhere, slightly to the top, of the White Daisy Card. Embellish with Gold Gems.

11 – Here We Go Card (makes one card)

Adhere 3 panels to front of card. Using the ‘Yachts’ Zip Strip cut a 5 ½” strip and adhere this to Espresso Cardstock Strip - add this to card front. Adhere White Daisy Cardstock squares to Espresso Cardstock squares and adhere as shown using 3-D Foam Tape. Thin Cut a 1” Vellum circle, add 3-D Foam Tape to the back then add loops of Gold Thread. Adhere to top square. Add ‘Here We Go’ arrow, ‘Fave Heart’ and ‘Yacht’ sticker using 3-D Foam Tape. Embellish with Gold Gems.

12 – Enjoy The Ride Scooter Card (makes one card)

Adhere Kraft Stripe paper to front of card. Adhere Green Wash paper slightly to top left corner. Stamp 1 ‘Enjoy The Ride’ on the centre of the Medium Thin Cut – Stitched Square in Espresso Ink and adhere as shown using 3-D Foam Tape.

Lay Vellum over the Green Wash paper and fold over the front of the card -adhere to the inside. Add 3 lengths of Gold Thread – adhere to inside. Adhere ‘Scooter’ sticker with 3-D Foam Tape. Embellish with 2 large Gold Gems over Thread.
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